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A dual-bell nozzle has been tested in the ONERA-R2Ch wind tunnel
within the CNES PERSEUS program. The wall pressure distributions
and the thrust for the two §ow regimes have been characterized in the
nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) range from 51 up to 597. A hysteresis on
the transition NPR between the two §ow regimes has been observed
according to the evolution of NPR. The duration for the switch between
the two §ow regimes is less than 10 ms. The hysteresis of about 20%
on the NPR has also a direct e¨ect on the thrust. The total thrust of
the dual-bell nozzle becomes higher than the thrust of the isolated base
nozzle without extension for NPR > 1500. The hysteresis phenomenon
has been modeled with the use of supersonic separation criteria and
by making the assumption that incipient separation occurs immediately
after the transition for increasing NPRs, while e¨ective separation occurs
just before the transition for decreasing NPRs.

NOMENCLATURE

AS exit section

F thrust

F thrust normalized by the thrust at the throat

J junction

L nozzle length

M Mach number

NPR nozzle pressure ratio (pt/pa)
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p pressure

R radius

›j inviscid nozzle jet frontier

Subscripts

1 base nozzle

2 nozzle extension

a ambient

DB dual bell

crit critical (for NPR)

dec decreasing (for NPR)

id ideal (for a nozzle)

inc increasing (for NPR)

t total (for total pressure)

th throat

tr transition

1 INTRODUCTION

Within the PERSEUS program [1] driven by CNES, the possibility is studied

to equip a nanosatellite launcher with a dual-bell nozzle. In order to better un-

derstand the aerodynamics of this nozzle concept, a cold gas experimental study

has been undertaken in the ONERA-R2Ch wind tunnel in 2009. The design

method of the dual-bell contour is presented. The wall pressure measurements

and the thrust measurements are discussed. First, Reynolds-averaged Navier 

Stokes (RANS) computations have been realized.

The dual-bell nozzle is an autoadaptive concept, ¦rst proposed in 1949 [2],

relying on the altitude compensation. This concept uses a two-section nozzle

(Fig. 1). The ¦rst part of the divergent section is the base nozzle. The second

part is the nozzle extension. At the junction between the two sections, there

exists a discontinuity of wall slope (or wall in§ection).

In a dual-bell nozzle, two §ow regimes exist depending on the nozzle pressure

ratio (NPR) relatively to a critical value NPRcrit. The nozzle pressure ratio

is expressed as the ratio of the chamber pressure (or total pressure) over the

ambient external pressure, NPR = pt/pa. During §ight, as the chamber pressure
of the engine is usually constant, the NPR is continuously increasing during the

ascent of rocket.

The sea-level §ow regime (Fig. 2a) occurs when NPR < NPRcrit at the
lowest altitudes. The base nozzle is running in a full-§owing regime and the

nozzle jet (›j) separates at the junction J between the two sections. A typical
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arates at the nozzle lip E. The intensity of the shock issuing from the nozzle
lip is equal to pa/p2 where p2 is the wall pressure of the nozzle extension in the
attached boundary layer zone. As long as the pressure pa remains higher than
the pressure p2, the nozzle extension will be a source of drag. Thus it is crucial
to determine the critical value NPRcrit in order to evaluate the thrust losses due

to the drag produced by the nozzle extension.

2 SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SURVEY

The dual-bell nozzle concept has gained renewed interest at the end of 1990s and

early 2000s as a possibility to equip the engine of future space transport launch

vehicles. In 2003, the Kakuda Space Center of the Japanese agency JAXA con-

sidered this nozzle concept has prospects of being used for high-performance en-

gines of reusable space vehicles [3]. The dual-bell concept was under investigation

in 2002 as a potential upgrade path for current launch vehicles by Boeing Rock-

etdyne [4]; the area ratios of the presented dual-bell divergent were ›1 ≈ 25 and
›DB ≈ 150 and the lengths were respectively L1/Rth ≈ 6 and ≈ 16.6. In 2002,
European industry and CNES agency also envisaged the dual-bell concept as

a good candidate for improving the nozzle performances of the Vulcain rocket

engine family [5]; this possibility was the conclusion of speci¦c research e¨orts

conducted within the frame of the joint cooperation FSCD program between

Germany (ASTRIUM, DLR), Sweden (VOLVO Aero, SNSB, FOI), and France

(CNES, SNECMA, ONERA) with active contribution of ESTEC.

Di¨erent design aspects for wall in§ection and nozzle extension were dis-

cussed in the U.S. NASA study [6] and also in German analytical and experi-

mental studies [7 9] with due regard for the dependence of transition behavior

from the sea level to altitude operation on the type of nozzle extension. Several

conclusions were derived from these studies. Two di¨erent types of nozzle exten-

sions, the constant-pressure extension and the overturned extension [6, 7], might

o¨er more rapid §ow transition. The losses caused by wall in§ection were shown

to have the same order of magnitude as the divergence loss of the base nozzle.

The application of commonly used separation criteria derived from conventional

nozzles gave reasonable results when applied to dual-bell nozzles [7]. The time

needed for the transition and the side loads induced by the transition were also

examined [8]. Typical timescales needed for the transition were less than 10 ms

for both constant-pressure and overturned pressure contours. For both types of

nozzle extensions, a strong hysteresis was observed with respect to the transition

nozzle pressure ratio (NPRtr) with a higher value for the startup. This hystere-

sis e¨ect was found to be an obstacle for a potential pulsation between the two

dual-bell §ow regimes [8]. The e¨ect of the nozzle extension length on the NPR

transition and the transition time was studied [9]. The appellation of the ¤sneak¥
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transition (the phenomenon preceding the actual transition) was given in [9] but

this phenomenon was previously characterized in [9] experimentally and in [10]

numerically.

The transition was numerically examined by several teams [11 13] in or-

der to obtain or to investigate the time needed for this transient phenomenon.

The Baldwin Lomax turbulent model was employed in time-accurate computa-

tions for this dual-bell transition problem [11]. The predicted transition duration

agreed reasonably well with the experiments but the transition started for a mini-

mum pressure ratio of 10% higher than the experimental value. This discrepancy

was attributed to compressibility e¨ects not taken into account in the turbulent

model [11]. In the numerical study [12] performed in 2005, it was found that the

de§ection angle at the wall in§ection should be larger than the angle determined

by a Prandtl Meyer expansion. Also, it was found in this Japanese study that

the time to accomplish the separation point transition from the wall in§ection

to nozzle extension was less than 10 ms when applied to the booster engine of H-

2A launch vehicle. In another Japanese study [13], the §ow transition by testing

9 dual-bell nozzles in a cold gas facility was investigated experimentally. ¤Instan-

taneous¥ movement of the separation point was found to occur during transition

for nozzle extensions with either positive or zero wall pressure gradient.

3 DESIGN METHOD OF DUAL-BELL
NOZZLE CONTOUR

3.1 Pressure Parameters of Dual-Bell Nozzle

The occurrence of the §ow regimes will be determined by the values of two

wall pressure values p1 and p2 at the tip of the base nozzle (or at the junction)
and at the tip of the nozzle extension, respectively. Wall pressures p1 and p2
have been determined by CNES in order to optimize the payload capability of

the PERSEUS nanolauncher. The base mission of the PERSEUS project is the

putting of a 10-kilogram payload into polar orbit at altitude of 250 km [14].

This optimization results in the following values: p1/pt = 0.01252 and p2/pt
= 0.00124.

3.2 Base Nozzle

The base nozzle pro¦le is determined [15] using the inverse method of character-

istics if one knows the boundary conditions at the inlet (transonic domain) and

on the centerline.

The ¦rst step is to ¦x a curvature radius for the throat geometry, then to

calculate with an Euler code the transonic §ow in this region (Fig. 3). A second
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Figure 1 Nomenclature of a dual-bell nozzle

Figure 2 Sea level (a) and altitude (b) modes

wall pressure distribution corresponding to the ¦rst §ow regime is also given

in Fig. 2a. The pressure curve is characterized, ¦rst, by a decrease due the

expansion of the supersonic §ow along the wall, then, by a rapid pressure rise

induced by the shock to adapt the ambient pressure which is greater than the jet

static pressure p1 at the junction. The nozzle extension is fully separated and
external air is entrained into the separation zone at a pressure value pa.
The altitude mode (Fig. 2b) occurs when NPR > NPRcrit. The propulsive

jet, after expanding at the junction, remains reattached to the wall of the nozzle

extension. Immediately after the transition, the jet is overexpanded and sep-
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step is to ¦x the boundary conditions

Figure 3 Transonic §ow computed

by an Euler code. (Refer Reijasse et al.,
p. 660.)

for the next computation by the method

of characteristics. The ¦rst boundary

condition comes from the extraction of

a starting characteristic line from the

supersonic domain formerly computed.

The second boundary condition is ob-

tained by the building of pressure poly-

nomial curve on the centerline. The

pressure polynomial curve has to re-

spect two values: one at the end of the

transonic domain (point 00 in Fig. 4)

and another at the point which starts

the constant Mach number zone. The

third step is to calculate the charac-

teristic mesh point-by-point and to ex-

tract the §uid perfect streamline issu-

ing from a series of points Pi respecting

the throat mass §ow rate. The last step

is the Euler computation of the whole

ideal nozzle; the Euler computation can be compared with the method of char-

acteristics (Fig. 5).

The base nozzle is obtained by truncating the ideal nozzle at the wall abscissa

where the pressure value p1 is found. This corresponds to the exit Mach number
M1 = 3.53 at the wall of the truncated ideal nozzle. The two parameters for
studying the ideal nozzle are the design Mach number Mid and the length of the

ideal nozzle Lid issued from the length of the centerline pressure law. The range
of design Mach number Mid studied was from 3.6 to 3.9; the maximum value

studied Mid = 3.9 gives the best speci¦c impulse. The Mach number Mid was

Figure 4 The inverse method of characteristics for the base nozzle contour
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Figure 5 Plot of Mach number contour in the base nozzle; method of characteristics
(top) and Euler code (bottom)

Figure 6 Base nozzle obtained by truncation of the ideal nozzle at L1/Rth = 8.833.
(Refer Reijasse et al., p. 661.)

limited to 3.9 because of the limitation of the nozzle exit radius. Finally, one

retains the ideal nozzle giving a design Mach number of 3.9. This ideal nozzle has

been truncated at L1/Rth = 8.833 (Fig. 6) in order to reach the exit pressure p1
at the wall. Table 1 summarizes the base nozzle characteristics.

Table 1 Summarized characteristics of the base nozzle

Parameters
Ideal

nozzle

Base

nozzle

Isentropic pressure ratio at the exit, p1/pt 0.01252

Exit Mach number 3.9 3.533

Normalized speci¦c impulse, Isp1/Isp throat 1.294 1.282

Nozzle length, L1/Rth 15.582 8.833

Exit radius, Y1/Rth 3.106 2.879
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3.3 Nozzle Extension

The nozzle extension contour is de-

Figure 7 Centered expansion at junc-

tion J

¦ned to give a constant wall pres-

sure p2. For an inviscid §uid assump-
tion, this contour is coincident with

an isobaric §uid-perfect streamline of

pressure p2. This streamline is ob-
tained with the use of the direct

method of characteristics by apply-

ing a centered expansion of intensity

p2/p1 at the junction (Fig. 7). The
computed iso-Mach number contour

map is given in Fig. 8.

For mechanical reasons, the nozzle extension length L2 has been limited to
twice the base nozzle length. The nozzle extension length L2 is thus equal
to 17.67.

Figure 8 Plot of supersonic Mach-number contour in the dual-bell nozzle calculated
with the method of characteristics. (Refer Reijasse et al., p. 662.)

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Tests have been realized in the blowdown wind tunnel ONERA-R2Ch of Meudon

Center. A photograph of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 9. The noz-

zle model is ¦xed on a cylindrical tube which is an interface between the model

and the balance. The tube consists of a chamber which is supplied with com-

pressed air by the use of four feeding pipes. The feeding pipes are positioned

normal to the thrust axis. Downstream of the nozzle mockup, a supersonic dif-

fuser running as an ejector is installed. In such a con¦guration, the experimental

apparatus runs as an altitude chamber.
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Figure 9 Dual-bell nozzle model in the ONERA R2Ch test chamber

Figure 10 Internal dual-bell contour (a) and wall pressure tap positions (b)

Normalized by the throat radius, the convergent part of the nozzle model

is 5.68Rth long, and the dual-bell diverging part is 26.51Rth long. The exit
diameter is 14.92Rth. Forty-eight pressure taps are distributed on two generating
opposite lines named gen#1 and gen#2 (Fig. 10).

The forces and torques have been measured with a 6-component wall balance

containing three axial dynamometers and three transverse dynamometers.

5 TEST RESULTS

5.1 Nozzle Pressure Ratio Stabilization

The objective of this test campaign was to characterize the wall pressure distri-

butions and the axial thrust of the dual-bell nozzle model at di¨erent NPR in
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Figure 11 Time histories of ambient pressure (1) and NPR (2) (test with increasing
NPR)

steady regime. The total pressure of the nozzle jet was constant and ¦xed to

pt ≈ 52 · 105 Pa.
The variation of NPR was obtained by the variation of the ambient pres-

sure pa in the test chamber. Three combined ways were used to induce the
variation of pa. The ¦rst one is to change the geometry of the supersonic ejector
(diameter, cone angle, and distance from the nozzle exit), the second one is to

manage an entering mass §ow rate into the test chamber through an opening

Figure 12 Switch of the sea-level mode (a) to altitude mode (b) at about NPR = 130
(duration of switch is less than 10 ms)
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Figure 13 Series of Schlieren photographs of the dual-bell nozzle jet; sea level mode
with NPR increasing (a) and altitude mode with NPR decreasing (b)

controlled by a valve, and the last one is to vary the initial pressure value in the

test chamber.

With these methods, it was possible to stabilize the lowest values of NPRs in

the range 50 < NPR < 130 (see, for instance, Fig. 11). For NPRs > 130, it was
not possible to perfectly stabilize them even with the smallest ejector diameter

tested (Fig. 12).

A series of Schlieren photographs of the dual-bell nozzle jet for the two §ow

regimes is shown in Fig. 13.

When NPR increases and approaches the value of 140, a phenomenon in-

ducing periodic oscillations of the ambient pressure appears (see Fig. 11). At

¦rst, one can see weak oscillations at NPR = 137 for t < 95 s. At this NPR,
wall pressure signals immediately after the junction were also characterized by

strong amplitude oscillations. The ¦rst regime of oscillations can be attributed

to the beginning of a sneak transition as mentioned in [9]. The second regime of

oscillations, with a bigger amplitude between NPR = 120 and 140, is observed

for t > 95 s; the apparent frequency is about 1 Hz. This range of NPR oscilla-
tions corresponds to the switch domain range from the sea level mode to altitude
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mode. This oscillation frequency is apparent because it is given by steady pres-

sure taps. In fact, the switch phenomenon is much more rapid than 1 Hz; it

occurs in a duration time less than 10 ms as it has been observed at Schlieren

photographs (see Fig. 13). One can also notice that the ¦rst oscillation begins

at the highest value NPR=140 (see Fig. 11).

For decreasing NPR, the same type of oscillations has been observed when

NPR approaches the switch domain. One has to keep in mind that these high-

amplitude oscillations are a parasitic phenomenon due to the combination of

two facts: the coupling between the test chamber pressure and the dual-bell

transition and the slow evolution of NPR. In case of rapid NPR evolution, no

oscillation was registered.

5.2 Vacuum Pressure Pro¦les

The dual-bell contour has been determined using an inviscid method. No bound-

ary layer correction has been made for the wall. One can see (Fig. 14) that the

wall pressure distributions obtained by the method of characteristics (solid curve)

and computed by the RANS code (dashed curves); these computations can be

compared with the experimental data for the highest NPR tested (NPR = 435).

Some discrepancies appear for the method of characteristics around the junction;

this is due to the fact that the inviscid method uses a centered expansion at the

junction while the real §ow develops a boundary layer which smoothens the ge-

ometrical singularity. Another small di¨erence appears for both computations

as they cannot reproduce a slight augmentation of the measured wall pressure

on the nozzle extension near the extremity. The measured pressure value is

p2 = 0.00164 instead of 0.00124 predicted by the Euler method. This overpres-
sure can be due to a beginning of air condensation knowing that the nozzle jet

Mach number is M2 = 5.34 and that the total temperature is about 330 K.

5.3 Wall Pressure Pro¦les Around Mode Transition

The adaptation of the base nozzle during the sea-level mode is obtained at

NPR = 80. At NPR > 80, one can see (Fig. 14) that the §ow expands at
the junction just before crossing a separation shock. The fact that the §ow sep-

arates not at, but downstream of the wall in§ection is referred in [8] to as ¤sneak

transition.¥

For ground conditions, the atmospheric pressure being 1 bar, the nozzle pres-

sure ratio will be NPR = 50 (see dashed line in blue, Fig. 14); the base nozzle

will run in slightly overexpanded §ow regime. Nevertheless, this overexpansion

regime will not induce an extended §ow separation (i.e., with external recirculat-

ing air inside the base nozzle) because full-§owing of the base nozzle is reached
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Figure 14 Wall pressure pro¦les vs. NPR. (Refer Reijasse et al., p. 667.)
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already at NPR = 26 according to the Schmucker criterion [16] (see dashed line

in rose, Fig. 14).

The mode transition occurs in the NPR range from 138 up to 144 according

to the experiments. A method to estimate the transition NPR while NPR is

increasing (NPRtr,inc) is to assume that, immediately after the transition, the

nozzle extension §ow is overexpanded with an incipient separation at the nozzle

extremity. Let consider two supersonic §ow separation criteria:

(1) the Schmucker criterion, pa/p2 = (1.88M2 − 1)0,64 where p2 is the vacuum
wall pressure on the nozzle extension; and

(2) the Schilling criterion [17], p2/pt = 0.582(pt/pS)
−1,195 where pS is the

pressure in the separated region, not too far from the external or ambient

pressure, and pt is the total pressure.

With the pressure value predicted by the inviscid method p2 = 0.00124, the
Schmucker criterion and the Schilling criterion give the following NPR transition

values, NPRtr,inc = 196 and 211, respectively; these NPRtr values are higher the

experimental ones. In other words, the transition is predicted too late (see dashed

lines in red and green, Fig. 14). If one considers the measured value of the wall

pressure p2 (p2 = 0.00164), one ¦nds predicted transition at NPR values closer
to the experimental ones, NPRtr,inc = 153 and 136, respectively (see dashed lines

in blue and brown, Fig. 14).

5.4 Thrust

5.4.1 Sea-level mode

The intrinsic thrust is the thrust which does not take into account the con-

tribution issued from external or ambient pressure. The intrinsic thrust Fint,1
of the base nozzle is computed by the use of an axisymmetric Euler code; the

intrinsic thrust normalized by the thrust value at the throat Fth is equal to
F int,1 = Fint,1/Fth = 1.282. The thrust at the throat Fth is deduced from the
isentropic relation with a Mach number equal to 1. The real thrust Freal,1 dur-
ing the sea-level mode is obtained by the relation Freal,1 = Fint,1− (pi/NPR)AS1

where AS1 is the exit section of the base nozzle. The thrust evolution of the

sea-level mode vs. NPR is plotted in Fig. 15a.

5.4.2 Altitude mode

The intrinsic thrust Fint,2 provided by the nozzle extension alone has been eval-
uated by the method of characteristics. It was found that F int,2 = Fint,2/Fth
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Figure 15 Normalized thrust vs. NPR. Increasing NPR ¡ solid curves and ¦lled

signs, decreasing NPR ¡ dashed curves and empty signs: (a) hysteresis modeling with

the use of supersonic separation criteria (typical loss of thrust after transition of the

nozzle extension due to jet induction e¨ect resulting into a pressure p2 less than the
ambient pressure pa); and (b) recovery of the base nozzle thrust at NPR = 1500 (loss
of thrust from NPR = 140 up to 1500 comparatively to an isolated base nozzle (dotted

line))

= 0.0242. The total intrinsic thrust F int,DB normalized by Fth is thus equal to
F int,DB = F int,1+F int,2 = 1.3062. So, the total real thrust of the dual-bell nozzle
as a function of NPR is equal to Freal,DB = Fint,DB − (pi/NPR)AS2 where AS2

is the exit section of the nozzle extension. The thrust evolution of regime No. 2

vs. NPR is plotted in Fig. 15a.
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5.4.3 Transition

The transition from the sea-level mode to altitude mode while NPR is increasing,

occurs at NPRtr,inc = 136 for the Schilling criterion and at NPRtr,inc = 153 for

the Schmucker criterion. The transition given by the Schilling criterion is plotted

in Fig. 15a (solid curve) which is in good agreement with measurements. For

decreasing NPR, the measurements give a transition from the altitude mode to

sea-level mode at a NPR value between 120 and 104.

Wall pressure pro¦les before and after the two mode transitions (increasing

NPR and decreasing NPR) are plotted in Fig. 16. The shape di¨erences of the

wall pressure distributions at the end of the nozzle for the two types of transition

are well seen. Immediately after the transition while NPR is increasing, the §ow

at the extremity of the nozzle extension is in overexpansion regime with an

incipient separation (6). Just before the transition while NPR is decreasing, the

boundary layer resists to the adverse pressure gradient up to the creation of an

e¨ective separation with the onset of a plateau pressure (4).

The pressure gradient di¨erence between an incipient and e¨ective separation

can be expressed with the use of separation criteria issued from the study per-

formed by Zukoski [18] on the supersonic separation properties. The separation

criteria are:

  incipient separation criterion: pS/p2 = 1 + 0, 73M2/2; and

  e¨ective separation criterion: pP /p2 = 1 +M2/2.

In this study, Mach number M2 is equal to 5.34. This gives a 25 percent

stronger intensity of the pressure gradient for the transition when NPR is de-

Figure 16 Hysteresis e¨ect on the wall pressure at the extremity of the nozzle

extension; NPR increasing (solid symbols); NPR decreasing (empty symbols): 1 ¡

NPR = 104; 2 ¡ 120; 3 ¡ 124; 4 ¡ 126; 5 ¡ 128; 6 ¡ 144; and 7 ¡ NPR = 150
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creasing. This corresponds to a transition value NPRtr,dec 20% less strong than

the NPRtr,inc. So, the values of NPR transition while NPR is decreasing are:

NPRtr,dec = 108 [17] and NPRtr,dec = 122 [16]. The NPR transition values

deduced from the Schilling£s criterion are plotted in Fig. 15a.

Figure 15b shows that the transition regime induces a loss of thrust up to

NPR = 1500 compared to the thrust which should be given by an isolated base

nozzle thrust.

6 REYNOLDS-AVERAGED NAVIER STOKES
COMPUTATIONS

First steady Navier Stokes axisymmetric computations have been done by

ENSAM-SINUMEF laboratory [19] with Fluent code at NPR = 400. The tur-

bulence model was the k ω SST model. The computational domain was 8LDB
long and 4.5LDB wide. Three grids were used (X1 mesh: 120 000 cells; X4 mesh:
500 000 cells, and X16 mesh: 2 million cells). The grid convergence was ob-

tained for X4 and X16 grids. The smallest values of Y + were 35 for X4 grid
and 16 for X16 grid. The computed wall pressure pro¦le is shown in Fig. 17.

One can see a good rebuilding of the wall pressure. The Mach disk pattern has

been obtained only for X4 and X16 meshes (Fig. 18). One can notice that the

Mach disk pattern was visualized at NPR = 221 in Fig. 13. Further steady

and unsteady computations are planned, in particular around the transition

NPR.

Figure 17 Wall pressure pro¦le: 1 ¡ NPR = 435, Fluent code; 2 ¡ method of

characteristics; and 3 ¡ RANS k ω computation
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Figure 18 Mach number isocontour plot; NPR = 400; Fluent code. (Refer Reijasse
et al., p. 672.)

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The test campaign realized in the ONERA-R2Ch wind tunnel has been used

to analyze the aerodynamic behavior of a dual-bell nozzle subscale model. The

wall pressure distributions for the two §ow regimes have been characterized in

the NPR range from 51 up to 597. A hysteresis on the transition NPR be-

tween the two §ow regimes has been observed according to the evolution of

NPR.

The transition occurs at about NPR = 140 while NPR is increasing, and at

about NPR = 120 while NPR is decreasing. The duration for the switch between

the two §ow regimes is less than 10 ms.

The wall pressure values predicted by the Euler method are in good agreement

with the measured pressure data. Nevertheless, small discrepancies appear at

the junction because the modeling with the use of a centered Prandtl Meyer ex-

pansion does not reproduce the viscous phenomena of the boundary layer which

smoothens the geometrical singularity. Another small di¨erence appears with

the wall pressure level on the nozzle extension; the overestimation of the §uid

perfect wall pressure in the ¦nal part of the nozzle can be due to the beginning of

air liquefaction as the Mach number is 5.34 and the total temperature is about

330 K.

An estimation of the nozzle thrust has been made with the Euler method.

The thrust values are normalized by the thrust produced at the throat region.

The hysteresis of about 20% on the NPR is also directly applied to the thrust.

The total thrust of the dual-bell nozzle becomes higher than the base nozzle

thrust for NPR > 1500.
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Transition NPR can be modeled by the use of separation criteria which

have to take into account that incipient separation occurs immediately after

the transition for increasing NPR, while e¨ective separation occurs just be-

fore the transition for decreasing NPR. However, this simple modeling does not

give a physical explanation of the hysteresis which is governed by viscous ef-

fects.
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